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Abstract
In this paper, two techniques are proposed to enhance the non-
native (Japanese English) speech recognition performance. The
first technique effectively integrates orthographic representation
of a phoneme as an additional context in state clustering in train-
ing tied-state triphones. Non-native speakers often learned the
target language not through their ears but through their eyes and
it is easily assumed that their pronunciation of a phoneme may
depend upon its grapheme. Here, correspondence between a
vowel and its grapheme is automatically extracted and used as
an additional context in the state clustering. The second tech-
nique elaborately couples a Japanese English acoustic model

using triphones, mapping between the two models should be
carefully trained because phoneme sets of both the models are
different. Here, several phoneme recognition experiments are
done to induce the mapping, and based upon the mapping, a ten-
tative method of the coupling is examined. Results of LVCSR
experiments show high validity of both the proposed methods.

1. Introduction
Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) in
an ideal condition, such as read, clean, monotonous, and native
speech, has realized its performance of approximately 98% and
research targets have been shifted to real-world speech recog-
nition. Recognition of spontaneous, noisy, expressive, and/or
non-native speech is considered as challenging task and a lot
of efforts are being made to improve the performance. Among
these tasks, we are focusing on non-native speech recognition.
Why does non-native speech have to be recognized automati-
cally ? One of LVCSR applications is automatic captioning of
lecture speech and it is especially required to realize a barrier
free society. The lectures are not always done in native lan-
guages and, in international meetings, more than half lecturers
have to talk in a non-native language, which is English most of
the cases. Also, public and international statements are often
done in English irrespective of the speaker’s native language.
Public talk and private talk, which is required to be transcribed
automatically and correctly ? The authors consider that more
practical attention should be paid to non-native English speech
recognition. Non-native English speech can be treated as speech
of a single language ? As non-native speech is regarded as in-
terfusion between the speaker’s native language and the target
language[1], we consider that it should be defined as a pair of
the two languages, such as English spoken by people whose na-
tive language is Japanese, and researches should be made by fo-
cusing on phenomena dependent on either of the two languages.
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o recognize non-native speech, larger distortions must be
ed adequately in acoustic modeling[2], language model-
exical modeling[3], and/or decoding strategy[4]. In the
t paper, acoustic modeling is mainly investigated. Some
ches have been already reported where non-native speech

les were used as adaptation data to adapt native acoustic
ls. In this case, however, phonetic structure embedded

model set in state-clustering of triphone training or in
re-clustering of MLLR adaptation often mismatches with
ructure found in non-native speech. One solution is cap-

the structure more coarsely and some performance im-
ments were reported[2]. The state-level or mixture-level
tic structure was introduced into the acoustic models to
e their efficient training or adaptation, and the introduction
ed on an assumption that the structure shall be commonly
in input speakers. But this is invalid without question to

ative speakers. Another and maybe better solution is to
the baseline speaker-independent models only with non-
speech samples and adapt them with a particular non-
speaker’s utterances. Our previous study[5] examined
ethod with a Japanese English read speech database[6].
ver, we found that Japanese speakers had extremely var-
evels of pronunciation proficiency. The baseline models
their averaged models and the structure in the model set
ot necessarily adequate for input Japanese speakers. To
this problem, a novel technique was proposed where in-
ated models between Japanese English (JE) and Ameri-
nglish (AE) models with the weighting factor producing
aximum likelihood score were estimated and the structure
for the particular speaker was estimated from the inter-

d models. This technique improved recognition perfor-
e compared to that obtained in the models adapted to the
speaker from the baseline models with MLLR techniques.
ur previous study, however, had two clear drawbacks. 1)
revious study focused upon only the mixture-level clus-
performed in the MLLR adaptation. The state-level clus-
in the baseline triphone training remained intact. 2) The

olated models were generated between JE and AE mod-
d it means that the above technique only helps Japanese
ers with better pronunciation proficiency. For the first
em, in this paper, more adequate preparation of a ques-
et for the state clustering is examined by carefully con-
ng how Japanese learn English in their school days. The
d problem is discussed by making multi-path parallel tri-

models from JE triphones and Japanese Japanese (JJ),
is Japanese spoken by Japanese, triphones. This is be-

non-native pronunciation is considered as interfusion be-
the target language and the native language[1].



2. Development of an English database read
by Japanese students

Most of the current speech and language techniques are based
upon statistical methods and they naturally require databases.
No databases produce no outcomes. The first author of this pa-
per and his co-workers designed and developed a database of
English words and sentences read by Japanese students[6]. This
database was designed mainly to be used in CALL (Computer
Aided Language Learning) system development and in English
pronunciation education. The database is divided into two sets.
The first set is related to segmental aspect of pronunciation and
the other is related to its prosodic aspect. Table 1 shows a list
of word/sentence sets in the database. A unique recording strat-
egy was adopted where a speaker was asked to repeat reading a
given word or sentence until he/she judged that the correct pro-
nunciation was done. Even under this strategy, in a subsequent
analysis, a great number of pronunciation errors were found ac-
cording to pronunciation proficiency of the individual speakers.
This somewhat artificial recording certainly came to add some
distortions on the recorded speech samples. No examples of il-
legal or ungrammatical wording, very few occurrences of word
fragments, restarts, interjections and so on. However, these phe-
nomena are often treated in other modules of speech recogni-
tion such as language models and decoders. In this meaning,
the above database can be said to be rather optimal for training
acoustic models of English spoken by Japanese.

The database contains speech samples of 100 male and 102
female students. The total number of sentence utterances is ap-
proximately 12,000 and that of word utterances is 22,000 for
each gender. In other words, the amount of speech samples per
speaker is about 120 sentences and 220 words. In this paper, a
part of the sentence data were used for training HMMs and the
remaining part were used for evaluating the proposed methods.

3. Extended vowel acoustic models based
upon their graphemes

3.1. Phonetic structure embedded in the model set

In training of standard triphone models, top-down state-level
tying is commonly used to reduce the number of free parame-
ters and increase robustness of the resulting models. The state
tying is usually realized as a decision tree clustering to avoid
the unseen data problem and a question set are prepared only
with regard to left and right phoneme contexts. This is based
upon an assumption that acoustic realization of a phoneme (al-
lophone) is fully characterized by its preceding and succeed-
ing phonemes. If this assumption is not valid enough, an ad-
ditional context should be introduced. What kind of informa-
tion source affects the acoustic realization of phonemes in JE?

Table 1: Word and sentence sets contained in the database
set size

Phonemically-balanced words 300
Minimal pair words 600
TIMIT-based phonemically-balanced sentences 460
Sentences including phoneme sequences difficult for
Japanese to pronounce fluently

32

Sentences designed as a test set 100
Words with various accent patterns 109
Sentences with various intonation patterns 94
Sentences with various rhythm patterns 121
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of Japanese start to learn English as their second lan-
when they are 12 years old. And most of the cases, they

English not from their ears but from their eyes. Further,
panese language has English-alphabetic representation of
unds, so-called rōmaji representation. Children learn this
entation before they get 12. In other words, when they
o learn English, each of English alphabet is already and
ly mapped to a particular Japanese sound in their brains.
LEX pronunciation lexicon shows that above, common,

seful should have the same vowel /ax/ (schwa). But it is
lt for Japanese to assign a single phone to these segments.

hese facts easily let us expect spelling of words strongly
nces their pronunciation by Japanese. If correspondence
en a phoneme and its grapheme is easily extracted from
ng of a word and its phonemic sequence, it can be used as
ditional context in the clustering. But English is infamous

difficult correspondence between the two. In this paper,
owels are focused for the following two reasons. One is

ences between the Japanese phonemic system and the En-
one. Difference in the vowel system is much larger than
the consonant system between the two. This implies that

tic distortion found in vowel pronunciation is much larger
hat in consonant pronunciation in JE and the larger distor-
hould be handled primarily. The other reason is easiness to
re phoneme-to-grapheme correspondence in vowels com-
to that in consonants, which is described shortly.

orrespondence between vowels and their graphemes

given word, the correspondence between vowels and their
emes are automatically extracted by the following simple
using the word’s spelling and its phonemic sequence found
ONLEX pronunciation lexicon.

Number of vowels Nv of the word is obtained from the
phonemic sequence.

The spelling is separated into vowel segments and con-
sonant ones. The former are defined as segments com-
prised only by any of aiueo and the latter are segments
which are not vowel segments. Number of the vowel
segments comprised by only a single e is obtained (ne).

If a consonant segment has letter y and its preceding and
succeeding letters, if exist, are not any one of aiueo or
y, the y is treated as a new vowel segment.

If Nv is equal to the number of vowel segments, the
vowel-to-grapheme correspondence is extracted as it is.

If Nv+ne is equal to the number of vowel segments, the
vowel-to-grapheme correspondence is extracted by ig-
noring the e segments.

If a vowel in the word is a diphthong and its correspond-
ing vowel segment precedes y or w, then it is included in
the vowel segment.

If the above procedure cannot find the correspondence,
vowels in the word are labeled as missing vowels.

rules are incomplete. But they could show the vowel-
pheme correspondence of about 90% of the words in the
ase and their accuracy was about 95%. The procedure con-

vowels into extended ones considering their graphemes.
2 shows examples of the extended vowels. Suffixes mean
aphemes and the order of the extended vowels reflects the
ency. Some extended vowels had few examples and these
ded vowels should be merged into missing ones for stable



Table 2: Examples of the extended vowels
original extended vowels ( ? means that it is missing)

ax ax a, ax e, ax o, ax u, ax i, ax ou, ax ?
eh eh e, eh ea, eh a, eh ai, eh ?
ih ih i, ih e, ih io, ih a, ih y, ih o, ih ui, ih ee, ih ia, ih ?
ay ay i, ay y, ay ie, ay ui, y uy, y y, y ?

N Y

N Y N Y

N Y N Y Y Y

letter = 'a'

LC = /dh/ RC = bilabial

letter = 'u' or 'o' LC = pauseRC = bilabial LC = pause

N N

Figure 1: Decision tree of the central state of /ax/

estimation of parameters. Here, for each original vowel, accu-
mulated occurrence of its more frequent extended vowels was
counted and 98% of them were finally defined as extended and
the remainings were labeled as missing. As a result, the number
of vowels was increased from 16 to 95.

3.3. Extended tree-based clustering

In addition to questions on left and right phoneme contexts,
those on graphemes of the central phonemes were introduced
as for vowels. If an original vowel is converted into n extended
and missing vowels, (2n−2)/2 different binary divisions of the
vowels are possible based upon their graphemes. The number
of questions was increased from 118 in the baseline clustering
to 1,414 in the extended clustering. Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple of the obtained trees. The tree shows that the primary fac-
tor to acoustically characterize an schwa sound is its grapheme.
About 60 % of the original vowels adopted the extended ques-
tions for their trees at depth less than 4. These indicate validity
of using the graphemes as context in the state clustering.

Top-down clustering firstly models seen triphones individ-
ually and they are merged subsequently based upon the state-
tying. The proposed method increases the number of vowels
and the amount of training data for each of the triphones is re-
duced. To avoid this problem, we examined adequate selection
of the extended vowels by referring to the extended trees. The
extended questions were re-ordered based on their frequency of
being used in the clustering. Only the extended vowels so as to
cover θ percentage of all the occurrences of the extended ques-
tions were adopted and the others were re-labeled as missing.

3.4. Evaluation of the proposed method

Two kinds of baseline triphone models were prepared. One
was common non-extended triphones. The other was also non-
extended triphones which were generated from extended tri-
phones by merging their extended vowels of an original vowel
into one in the state-tying. Difference of the performance be-
tween the two baseline models shows influence of the separate
modeling of each of the seen triphones with their graphemes.
Table 3 shows the experimental conditions and two kinds of
testing data (tasks A and B) were prepared. As for threshold
θ for covering the extended questions, we examined three cases
of θ=1.0, 0.8, and 0.5. Table 4 shows correct recognition rates
for task A, where ‘BL1’ and ‘BL2’ are the two baseline mod-
els and ‘full’ is the extended models without any post-selection,
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Table 3: Experimental conditions
pling 16bit / 16kHz
dow 25 ms length and 10 ms shift
meters 12MFCC + 12∆MFCC + ∆Power
ing data JE male samples (68 speakers)
ng data-A JE male samples (32 speakers, PP<200)
ng data-B JE male samples (10 speakers, PP<500)
Ms tied-state triphones (#state=1000, #mix=16)

WSJ-based bigram and trigram
der Julius v3.3p2

abulary 20 K

Table 4: Correct recognition rates (task A)
BL1 BL2 full θ=1.0 θ=0.8 θ=0.5
69.5 68.2 70.5 71.5 70.4 70.7

is different from ‘θ=1.0’ models. This is because some
ded triphones in ‘full’ models are completely irrelevant to
tended questions actually used. As expected, the separate

ling of the extended triphones with a reduced amount of
egrades the performance. But considering questions on
emes, the performance is improved to be even better than
f BL1. The table also indicates that all the extended tri-
s relevant to the extended questions should be introduced.

r task B, performance of the extended triphones overcame
f the normal triphones. Although the detail results are not
here due to limit of space, the best performance was ob-
in the extended triphones in seven speakers out of ten.

Parallel models of JE and JJ triphones
scussed in Section 1, non-native speech can be viewed as
usion between the native language of the speaker and the
language[1]. In our previous study, the ‘interfused’ mod-
tween JE and AE models were used to estimate phonetic
ure suited for the speaker[5]. The resulting models, how-
were only applicable to speakers with better pronunciation
iency. This section investigates another interfused model
hich are implemented as parallel models of JE and JJ.

honeme replacement analysis of JE with JJ

cludes various phoneme errors (replacements, insertions,
eletions). Part of speech samples of all the training speak-
ere recognized with phoneme network grammars of JE
J, which represented possible phoneme errors expected
nsidering the intended sentence and characteristics of JE.
phoneme was allowed to be replaced with an articulatory-
r or graphemic-similar JJ phoneme. JJ models were pro-
by CSRC[7]. All the analyses were done with JJ and JE
phones. Results showed that about 30 % of the instances
English phoneme were replaced by JJ phonemes on aver-
nd, for several phonemes, more than 50 % were replaced
gh all of the input speakers were training speakers of the

odels[8]. This finding strongly indicates that for some
mes of perhaps very poor speakers, JJ phoneme models
uch more adequate to recognize their English speech.

apping between JE and JJ triphones

ing between JE and JJ models has to be carefully designed
se they have different phoneme sets and it was done by
ing to results of the above phoneme replacement analy-



/ ae-r+ax / in JE

/ a-r+a / in JJ

p

1-p

Figure 2: An example of the parallel models

Table 5: Examples of the mapping between JE and JJ phonemes
JE JJ JE JJ JE JJ JE JJ
ae a ah a ch ch dh z
eh e nx n ih e jh j
oy o i er a sh sh th s
uh u aw a u ay a zh sh

Table 6: Performance improvement by the parallel models
speaker GOP JE[%] JE+JJ[%]

A -1086.25 62.26 62.26
B -904.88 67.52 68.15
C -800.35 74.50 74.50
D -749.12 72.03 77.12
E -689.38 64.78 66.04
F -600.19 65.13 67.76
G -550.26 66.14 66.14
H -505.33 66.45 64.47
I -447.81 63.95 61.22
J -195.04 54.78 52.23

ses. For each of JE phonemes, the JJ phoneme which was used
most frequently for its replacement was adopted as its map-
ping phoneme. Table 5 shows some examples of the mapping,
with which, however, every JE triphone was not mapped to a JJ
triphone because Japanese has its own phonological constraint
that every consonant is followed by a vowel with some excep-
tions. If a corresponding JJ triphone was not found, a biphone,
if not exist, a monophone was considered for the mapping.

4.3. Branching probabilities of the parallel models

After the mapping was completed, branching probability p was
estimated for each central phoneme of the parallel models in
the following way. Here, branching factor p=0.0 means that the
parallel model is the same as the JE model and p=1.0 means
that it is the same as the JJ model (See Figure 2). Using adap-
tation data, p was estimated separately for each of the central
phonemes so as to maximize the averaged likelihood score of
speech segments of the phoneme. Only if the difference be-
tween the maximum score and the score obtained by the nor-
mal JE triphones was larger than threshold α, the parallel tri-
phone models were adopted (p>0.0) to characterize the central
phoneme. α was determined experimentally to be 0.3. The pro-
cedures gave us a unique value of p for all the triphones with
the same central phoneme but, with minor modifications, it is
also possible to assign different values to different triphones.

4.4. Evaluation of the proposed method

Evaluation was done only in task B, where about 100 utterances
were used to adaptively estimate p for each speaker in advance.
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the proposed method was expected to improve the perfor-
e in the cases of poorer speakers, we calculated Goodness
onunciation (GOP) scores[9] for each speaker using the
ation data. Table 6 shows correct recognition rates for all
eakers in ascending order of GOP scores. Speaker A is
orest speaker and J is the best speaker, who is bilingual.
case of J, the baseline (JE) performance is extremely low
se he is too good in speaking English.
or the best three speakers in GOP, as expected, the per-
nce was degraded by the proposed method. The perfor-
e improvements were only found in the speakers in a mid-

a low range of GOP. The authors consider that the pro-
method was a rather rough method to model the interfu-
ecause it used only one-to-one mapping between JE and

onemes and branching probability was assigned equally
the different triphones with the same central phoneme.
ver, the recognition experiments showed validity of the
sed method for intermediate or poor speakers. The above
ments are expected to bring about further improvement.

5. Conclusions
s paper, two techniques were proposed to improve the
ese English speech recognition performance. The first
ique effectively introduced graphemes of vowels as an ad-
al context into the state-level clustering. Here, consider-
panese learning process of English, only the phoneme-to-
eme correspondence of vowels was used. It was found that
decision trees exploited questions on the graphemes and

ation experiments showed the performance improvement.
econd technique coupled a JE model and a JJ model to
itute a parallel model. The mapping between the two and
branching probabilities were estimated so as to maximize
elihood scores. Recognition experiments showed that the
vement was observed especially for speakers with lower
nciation proficiency. Although this paper focused upon
ative speech recognition, the first technique of using addi-
contexts of the central phoneme can be widely applied to
tasks of large vocabulary continuous speech recognition.
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